Casper Testimonial
It was January 2010 when Casper was taken seriously ill with pneumonia. He was in our
local vets for three nights but then they found he wasn’t responding so well and we had to
convey him to the VCRR hospital some fifteen miles away where he spent the next week or
so. Their conclusion was that he had Bronchiectasis, which is a lung problem and not
treatable. We were told he would probably get pneumonia on occasions for which antibiotics
would be given. The vet couldn’t say how long he could live with this and we had to be
careful not to overstrain him in walking and excitement etc.
He had a large lipoma at the time that was aggravating him as it was near his bladder.
Because we didn’t know how long he would be with us we decided to have it removed. It
was at the beginning of April 2010 that he went in for this operation. At the same time the
vet wanted to take a biopsy of his liver because from a scan taken previously there was a
mass there. He had the lipoma taken away which had grown to 6 lbs in weight! They also
found then that he had liver cancer and secondary cancer in the lungs and there was
nothing they were able to do for him. This was absolutely devastating for us and then on top
of that he caught pneumonia again whilst in hospital and had to spend over two weeks in
there. Casper is a fighter and once more we were happy to be able to bring him home.
It was then that I started to trawl the net for something to keep Casper well and hopefully
with us for a long time to come. I read and read hundreds of different articles etc. My
Kinesiologist suggested we give Casper Aerobic Oxygen to help his blood etc. It was then I
contacted vet, Roger Meacock MRCVS of Natural Healing Solutions. Immediately he was
extremely helpful and I can remember telling him in one email that our Vet said there was
absolutely nothing they could do for Casper. Roger went on to tell me about Quinton
Isotonic and what good results people were having when giving it to their pets suffering from
cancer.
He suggested K9 Immunity and K9 Transfer Factor immune system tablets too for Casper to
take alongside the Quinton Isotonic. I immediately agreed and we started Casper on his
regime. Casper now eats raw, which I had began him on just before he was diagnosed with
Cancer, as I had investigated raw food for dogs and decided that was the best way forward,
not knowing at that time that he already had cancer. I would suggest to anyone that raw
food is the best food you can give your pet. I also give Casper Salmon Fish Oils.
It is now October 2011 and at present Casper is having a good quality of life with us, still
tries to play, still barks for his food and everyone else’s ! And loves meeting his mates over
the field in the mornings. I have managed to have much quality time with my Casper which I
truly believe if I hadn’t come upon Roger of Natural Healing Solutions my precious Casper
wouldn’t be enjoying this special time with us.

Sue Sargent
Update: October 2012: Casper was still going strong but eventually old age caught up with him when
he was aged 14.

